
Community and the AFC/Galliard Homes Application

Current community activity of AFC Wimbledon is fully documented in their applica-
tion. It includes:

- Art programme for school children to design flags in 2010 and 2011.
- A literacy support visit to Hillcross Primary School in 2013.
- A poetry competition at St Teresas RC Primary School in 2011.
- RESPECT programme: 33 sessions to 15 secondary schools in 2013.
- Community Football Scheme: paid-for coaching in 15 local schools, plus weekend and

holiday football training courses. Weekend sessions for children at a cost of £6 an
hour.

- Walking football sessions for over-50s (AFCW run these as do plenty of other operators
at locations across the borough).

- Street League Academy programme in 2013 for 20 young NEET people.
However, there is no reason why these activities could not continue should AFC Wim-

bledon remain at Kingsmeadow; indeed we have not found in the planning documents what
the role of their proposed new stadium for these activities would be.

AFC Wimbledon first team manager Neal Ardley states in their application that I
firmly believe that the club has a responsibility to its community and everyone who lives,
works or goes to school in that community. AFC Wimbledon has always been at the centre
of its local community, and I am keen to carry out my part in that.

The purpose of this document is to view the attitude of AFC Wimbledon
to the local community as documented in its joint application with Galliard
Homes. We will see that this presents a very di↵erent perspective to the
statements on the caring and community oriented nature of AFC Wimbledon
also given in the application.

Healthcare

The proposed site will accommodate 602 new residential units with 1,491 new resi-
dents. The developers state that ”there are 11 GP surgeries within one mile of the site
....these serving an approximate population of 16,300 residents, i.e. there is 1 GP per 1,480
of the population.” They claim that the new residents will need 0.83 of a GP based on a
the provision of 1 GP for every 1,800 residents. They go on to explain that if they provide
no new GPs then it ”will result in the ratio declining to about 1 GP per 1,617. This is
not a significant change as it remains within the British Medical Association and therefore
the current provision of GP services is su�cient.” In other words even though the work
loads of GPs would increase significantly they feel no need to provide any additional GP
provision. We note that the above quote fails to realise that a typical GP surgery has
generally more than one GP.

The developers do not seem to realise the fact, known to every resident, that there is
a shortage of GPs in the area. In reality there is only one GP surgery in Wimbledon Park
Ward, which is threatened with closure and one of the next nearest surgery in Merton is
in Princes Road, SW19 which is also currently under threat.

The developers feel no need to provide any additional GP provision
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School Places

The developers list the number of new school places required as follows: 39 Early Years
(i.e. age 0-4), 20 Primary(age 5-11) 10 Secondary(age12-16). This suggests that about 69
of the 602 residential units have school age children. This seems low. The developers then
argue that Merton and Wandsworth ”are planning strategically for population growth
and school expansion, the impact of the proposed development on school places is not
significant.” In other words they rely on Merton and Wandsworth councils to provide the
additional places. It is well known that there is already a shortage of pre-school provision,
primary and secondary school places and as a result local parents are very worried about
where their children will go to school.

The developers propose to make no provision for the additional school
places generated by the development.

Parking

The transport plans of the developers require for their successful operation that a very
substantial number of supporters travel to the site by car and park in the local residential
streets. This is discussed in detail in our transport section and we think it is likely to
lead to chaos on match days. The developers claim there are plenty of free car parking
spaces in local residential streets but at the same time they acknowledge that residents will
face increased competition for on-street parking. This conflicts with what most residents
know, namely that there is often a problem with parking in their streets and that if the
developers plan is adopted the situation will become far worse. Elderly people and families
with young children who particularly need parking spaces close to their front doors will
su↵er particularly badly. Another necessary part of the plan is that fans not travelling by
public transport will be seeking to park and walk meaning that they will park in streets
quite some distance from the stadium and then walk. As a result even streets quite far
from the stadium will also come under increased pressure. We note that when Wimbledon
F.C. played at the other end of Plough Lane in the past the surrounding area was subject
to severe congestion and parking problems.

The developers propose to make extensive use of local residential streets to
park the cars of the football supporters so causing considerable inconvenience
to local residents and businesses

On-site sporting activity

The developers will remove the parking from the proposed Christopher Squash and
Fitness Club suite. As explained in our transport section the new plans are e↵ectively
reducing community use of this area of the site. As well as o↵ering gym and squash
facilities, the current Christophers Squash Club is also home to a yoga practice and the very
popular Dancebites school, which provides ballet, tap, streetdance etc classes for children
(and young people/adults). Many parents rely on on-site parking to enable them to attend
sessions with very young children. The parking area outside Christophers provides space
for about 20 vehicles and is well-used. Users of the squash and gym facilities who choose
to arrive by car will inevitably use on-street parking nearby, thus causing a detriment to
local residents. There will be greater competition for spaces in joint residents/pay-and-
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display parking zones, while post-6.30pm parking will become more di�cult for residents
in controlled zones.

The planning application, rather than extending leisure opportunities on
this site will e↵ectively reduce them by removing the car parking spaces pre-
viously provided.

St George’s Hospital

At present the car park on the Greyhound site is used during the week by about 500
employees of St George’s Hospital to park their cars during the day. With the new plan
this is to cease, but we note that it would be maintained in the rival Greyhound proposal
by Paschal Taggart as documented in the plans he submitted to Merton Council during
the consultation stage for this site. Local residents rely on St George’s hospital for routine
and emergency care and its smooth running is essential. It is di�cult to see how this car
parking can be replaced.

The developers will make life more di�cult for the sta↵ of St George’s
hospital upon which we all rely

Significance of development as assessed in the application

In section 6 of the Environmental Statement, the developers grade the community
benefit of their application. In particular in the summary table called ”The Impact of
the Proposed Development and Significance” it is stated that the e↵ect of the proposed
development on direct/indirect employment generation, increased community cohesion,
improved health and well-being of residents through greater participation in sporting ac-
tivities, increase of tourism and visitors to the area, strengthening of the Wimbledon Brand
and sporting intensification to the area, is of minor benefit for each of these categories.

The developers own assessment of the significance of the development for
local residents and businesses is that it is of minor benefit

Local Retail

The tra�c section of the application requires that the junction of Haydon Road and
Plough Lane should be enhanced to ease the projected increase in tra�c generated by
the development. To do this they want to remove some of the parking bays outside the
parade of local shops on both sides of Haydon Road. As for all local shops, these parking
spaces are vital and their loss will make it even more challenging for these local traders to
survive, and so lead to a decline in this local shopping amenity. This is in contradiction
with Merton’s own policy to maintain local shopping parades.

The application also includes plans for a small-scale convenience store. The developers
claim that its plans will boost socio-economic development in the area. However, the
proposed store will adversely a↵ect the local shops in the area: the Haydons Road parade,
the existing small-scale convenience store on the corner of Summerstown and Garrett Lane,
the small shops on the opposite corner of Garrett Lane and Summerstown.

The developers will deprive local shops of their parking and make them
face increased competition

Timing of consultation
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The developers have submitted a plan which runs to thousands of pages. The appli-
cation was submitted to Merton Council at just such a time that the consultation period
is largely over the Christmas and New year period. To make a comment on the plans one
has to read the very large application and also have a good understanding of the National
Planning Guidelines. To achieve this required a substantial amount of time and the only
way to even try to do this e↵ectively was for residents to sacrifice their Christmas and New
Year holiday. This type of behaviour is not what you would expect from a community club
wanting to get the support of the local community. Indeed someone of a suspicious dis-
position might think that this timing was designed to prevent the local community from
making a proper planning comment.

The timing of the submission of the application was such that residents
had to give up their Christmas and New Year’s holiday in order to evaluate
the proposal and make an e↵ective comment on it

Local survey

The developers have ignored the statistically significant survey that the Wimbledon
Park Residents Association carried out. This showed that 80% thought that the devel-
opment would not be beneficial for local residents and 70% opposed the development.
More details are given in our section on community consultation. The developers have
not sort the opinion of the Wimbledon Park Residents Association in any meaningful way
and we are not aware of any aspect of the plan that has changed as a result of our many
representations.

The developers have not taken into account the objections of those who
live near the stadium

Conclusion

The developers do not intend to provide any additional school, or GP provision. They
wish to use local residential streets as a car park for supporters, to take away essential car
parking from St George’s Hospital, remove parking from the Christopher Squash Club and
fitness centre and some local shops. They have also not taken into account the represen-
tations of local residents who they have not made any real e↵ort to consult. While we do
not dispute that AFC do carry out some activities that benefit the community there is no
reason why they can not continue to do this from their base in Kingsmeadow. However, the
plans submitted by AFC/Galliard Homes show that the developers have no real interest
in enhancing the life of local residents and businesses. Indeed, they expect local residents
and businesses to simply put up with the many adverse e↵ects their development will lead
too.

This lead one to question the statements in the planning document about the caring
and community oriented nature of AFC Wimbledon and a disinterested observer might
conclude that they want a football stadium in Plough Lane no matter what cost to the
local community. Furthermore, we note that many aspects of community benefit are graded
in their own documents and are shown to be of only minor benefit.
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